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Abstract. This paper presents a novel segment-based stereo matching algorithm for disparity map
generation which is computationally inexpensive. In this paper, bilateral filtered left and right images are
segmented. Then, high confidence disparity map is obtained by Winner-Take-All and median filter is applied
to remove outliers to obtain final disparity map. The aim of this paper is to propose a novel algorithm and
compare disparity map results for Mean shift, Hill climbing, Otsu and Graph-based color segmentation
techniques.
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1. Introduction
Stereo vision has been studied extensively due to its usefulness in many applications like 3D scene
reconstruction, robot navigation etc. An extensive review of stereo matching algorithms can be found in
[1] .The difference in the positions of the two corresponding points in stereo image pairs is called disparity.
Disparity depends on both the position of the point in the scene and of the position, orientation and physical
characteristics of the stereo cameras. Purely pixel-based method is insufficient to express information of the
image. The human identifies the objects by analyzing features of the objects such as color, texture and shape.
Thus segment based stereo matching algorithm should be used.
Segment-based methods [2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11] have attracted attention due to their good performance on
handling boundaries and texture less regions. They are based on the assumption that the scene structure can
be approximated by a set of non overlapping planes in the disparity space and that each plane of target image
is coincident with at least one homogeneous color segment in the reference image. Segment based methods
perform well in reducing the ambiguity associated with texture less regions and enhancing noise tolerance.
The computational complexity is reduced due to much larger segments. Matching becomes much easier even
in the presence of noise, intensity variation and slight deviations in segmented area. Noise tolerance is
improved by aggregating over pixels with similar colors. One major reason is that small segments may be
insufficient for estimating surfaces like slanted planes, while large segments may contain segmentation
errors which can affect the accuracy of disparity estimation. Similar colors in image do not always mean
similar disparity. For example, the projected image area of a very slanted Lambertian surface with uniform
texture tends to be classified as one image segment, while the depths may change a lot within this segment.
Numerous segmentation techniques are present to take the image into segments and then operating is carried
out on these segments.
Segment-based stereo matching generally performs four consecutive steps. First, segment the reference
image using robust segmentation method; second, get initial disparity map using local match method; third, a
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plane fitting technique is employed to obtain disparity planes; finally, an optimal disparity plane assignment
is approximated using BP or graph cut optimization method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, we briefly describe the related literature survey in
Section 2; then the details of the proposed algorithm are described in Section 3; experimental results and
discussions are shown in Section 4; finally in Section 5, we conclude our algorithm and discuss the future
work.

2. Literature Survey
Yean Yin et al. [9] presented algorithm which utilizes color mean-shift segmentation on the reference
image and local matching based on windows is employed thereafter. A new segment-based dense stereo
matching algorithm was given by Lixin Zhang et al. [12]. Firstly, the reference view and matching view are
over segmented using mean-shift segmentation method. A new region-based approach [12] is proposed to
obtain the initial disparity maps of the two views. Then, the unreliable matching points are filtered out by
left-right consistency checking technique. An improved greedy search algorithm [12] is applied to propagate
the reliable disparity to the segments which don’t have reliable disparity. Finally, the disparity map in coarse
regions is refined.
A region based cooperative optimization stereo matching algorithm was presented by Zeng-Fu et al. [13].
The algorithm gives high quality dense disparity map of a scene from its initial disparity estimation. Plane to
fit the region with consistent disparities is used. Wei et al. [14] proposed a novel region-based progressive
stereo matching algorithm based on the fact that regions include much richer information than individual
pixels. The method assumes that pixels inside the same region have the same disparity.
Most of the segmentation-based stereo matching algorithms [8,9,10,12,15,16,17] apply Mean shift
segmentation technique. The main benefit of the mean-shift segmentation technique is that edge information
is incorporated. It obtains a large number of segments and merges the segments utilizing hierarchical
clustering algorithm. Mean-Shift generally considers the gray scale and the gradient of pixels, but neglects
other features such as the shape, the spatial context. The disadvantage of Mean-shift method is that, it is a
time consuming image segmentation algorithm. How to find a more rapid as well as more robust real time
image segmentation algorithm is another challenging work [16].
The input image is over-segmented for better disparity map generation using color similarity criteria.
Then, local matching is done and results of the local matching are applied to global optimization. This
approach has been adopted in several algorithms [11,18,19,20].

3. Proposed Algorithm
The main contribution of this paper is to propose a novel algorithm that compares disparity map results
obtained for Mean shift, Hill climbing, Otsu and Graph-based color segmentation techniques. Our algorithm
is based on segmentation. The color segmentation algorithm has two assumptions: (1) disparity values vary
smoothly in segmented regions; (2) and depth discontinuities only occur on region boundaries. The purpose
of the segmentation is to obtain the segment, as the segment is the base for the consequent analysis. Some
segment-based methods are not taking in to consideration the quality of segments, which results into
inaccurate depth estimation in the poor segmented areas. Different segmentation methods will lead to a huge
impact on the accuracy.
Firstly, we use the epipolar rectified image pairs as input. For any point in the left image, its matching
point will lie on the corresponding horizontal epipolar line. Secondly, as a preprocessing step bilateral filter
[21] is applied to both left and right images. A bilateral filter is an edge-preserving and noise reducing
smoothing filter. The intensity value at each pixel in an image is replaced by a weighted average of intensity
values from nearby pixels. This weight is based on a Gaussian distribution. Crucially the weights depend not
only on Euclidean distance but also on the radiometric differences (differences in the range, e.g. color
intensity). This preserves sharp edges by systematically looping through each pixel and according weights to
the adjacent pixels accordingly.
In segment-based stereo matching algorithms mostly mean shift segmentation technique is used. In this
paper, our proposed novel segment-based stereo matching algorithm generates disparity maps for left and
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right images segmented by color segmentation techniques like Hill climbing [22,23], Otsu [24] , Mean shift
[17,25,26] and Graph-based [27] .
Then, Winners-Take-All approach is used to choose disparities from multiple candidates to create high
confidence disparity map. A pixel’s disparity assignment is obtained by selecting the point of highest
matching score (winner-takes-all principle) and autonomously of disparity assignments of nearest pixels.
Lastly, we apply a fast median filter technique to remove some outliers. Median filtering is a well-known
technique for removing salt-and-pepper noise from images. There are two cases where filtering the disparity
map can improve the results: i) in weakly textured region, the signal to noise ratio is low and often some
pixels are rejected even though the disparity can correctly be estimated in the neighborhood, ii) Isolated
matches were always false ones.

4. Experimental Results
The proposed algorithm was tested exhaustively using large number of epipolar rectified test image
pairs. From the results obtained for each of them, we can conclude that our algorithm gives good results for
every type of image pairs. Fig below shows the result obtained while giving pair of tsukuba images as input
to the proposed algorithm. Tsukuba image pair is provided by the Middlebury test bed
(http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/). Tsukuba image pairs, contains texture less areas such as the table and
the lampshade. It also contains thin structures such as the rods of the lamp. Also it contains many objects of
different size at different depth. Computation is carried out mostly in Matlab on Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 CPU
M 350 @ 2.27GHz (4 CPUs) laptop. After giving segmented image pairs each of dimensions 384 x 288, our
algorithm gives final disparity map output in less than 8 seconds for all four segmentation techniques.
Fig 1(a, b, c) shows original left, right and ground truth images respectively. Comparing Fig 2(c), 3(c),
4(c) and 5(c) we can conclude that Hill climbing (fig 4(c)) and Mean shift segmentation techniques (fig 2(c))
gives better results for the objects having larger disparity or less depth. While Mean shift (fig 2(c)) and
Graph based segmentation technique (fig 3(c)) gives comparably good results for the objects having less
disparity or more depth in the image. Rods of the lamp are the thin object in the image and are clearly visibly
in all disparity map results except for Otsu (fig 5(c)). Shape of the head is clearly visible in all four disparity
map results (Fig 2(c), 3(c), 4(c) and 5(c)). Outline of the desk and profile of the camera are clearly visible in
Hill Climbing result (fig 4(c)), while the same are somewhat visible in Mean shift technique result (fig 2(c)).
Even though both the foreground and background object having same color are having different disparities,
as both objects are classified as one object, they are assigned same disparity. We are facing this problem in
our results especially for Graph-based and Hill climbing.

5. Conclusion & Future Work
This paper presents a novel segment-based stereo matching algorithm which has low computation
cost. Mostly all segment-based stereo matching algorithms employ mean-shift segmentation technique.
Hence, here we have tried to get results for segmentation techniques like Mean shift, Graph-Based, Hill
climbing, Otsu by our algorithm and then compare all the results obtained. Using each of the segmentation
techniques has its own advantages and disadvantages.
Present segment-based stereo matching typically depends on color segmentation for segmenting the
image into regions with similar color with hypothesis that constant depth may be obtained in such regions.
Clearly, such a method is not object-oriented, and this supposition can give bad disparity map results under
certain situation. The same color of the foreground and background object will introduce much interference
for distinguishing the distances. Even though both the foreground and background object having same color
are having different disparities, as both objects are classified as one object, they are assigned same disparity.
From the fig 2(c), 3(c), 4(c) and 5(c) we can conclude that we are also facing the same problem in our
results. So in future we will try to solve this problem.
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Fig 1(a) Original Left Image

Fig 1(b) Original Right Image

Fig 1(c) Ground Truth

Fig 2(a) Bilateral filtered mean shift
Segmented Left Image

Fig 2(b) Bilateral filtered mean shift
Segmented Right Image

Fig 2(c) Final Disparity Map

Fig 3(a) Bilateral filtered Graph-based
Segmented Left Image

Fig 3(b) Bilateral filtered Graph-based
Segmented Right Image

Fig 3(c) Final Disparity Map

Fig 4(a) Bilateral filtered Hill Segmented Left
Image

Fig 4(b) Bilateral filtered Hill Segmented
Right Image

Fig 4(c) Final Disparity Map

Fig 5(a) Bilateral filtered Otsu Segmented Left
Image

Fig 5(b) Bilateral filtered Otsu Segmented
Right Image

Fig 5(c) Final Disparity Map
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